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be because the philosophers can put before us an example
more elevated than that of Christ, and eloquence more
impressive than that of the Sermon on the Mount. Phi-
losophy, as such, works by reasoning, by enlightening the
mind, by exposing miscalculations and revealing things as
they are. Now by what process of this kind can the Intel
man be turned into the good? Where is the demonstra-
tion that will make the selfish man prefer another's interest
to his own ? Your dialectic*, may force him to arkn< >\vlrilge
the right action, but where is the dialectic4 thai shall
force him to do it? Where is the logical dilemma that
can make a knave honest ?
The truth is that philosophy has no instruments that it
can use for this purpose. There exists no other such in-
strument but that personal one of which Christ availed
himself. And this personal influence it is the natural
operation of philosophy in some degree to counteract.
So far from creating good impulses, philosophy dot's some-
thing towards paralysing and destroying them. For per-
petual and absorbing mental activity blunts in some degree
those feelings in which the life of virtue resides ; at the
same time it creates a habit of solitude, and solitude Ls the
death of all but the strongest virtue. But the philosopher
may answer to this that the more important part of moral
improvement is that which explains to us what it is right
to do, and that good impulses are provided by nature with
tolerable impartiality to all. lie may think that good
impulses do not require to be artificially provided, or that
they cannot be provided in any great degree by any ma-
chinery. Well! it is a question of fact. His own expe-
rience must decide it for each person. Assuredly there are
vast moral differences in the people we meet, and we arc
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